Abstract-In this paper, a noise injection method to improve personal recognition models is presented. The idea of the method is to build more general recognition models for eHealth using a small original data set and by expanding the area covered by training data using noise injection. This way, it is possible to train models that are less vulnerable to changing conditions, and thus more accurate, but still the data gathering phase can be non-burdensome. The proposed method was tested using two classifiers (linear discriminant analysis and quadratic discriminant analysis) and three human activity recognition data sets collected using inertial sensors of a smartphone. Two of these data sets are open data sets. The results show that noise injection improves the true positive recognition rates. With first data set the improvement varies from 1.3 to 2.0 percentage units, with second from 1.4 to 4.5 percentage units, and with third the highest improvement was 2.5 percentage units. Moreover, the results show that the method improves precision and reduces false positive rates. In addition, experiments were made using different training set sizes to show that the improvement in true positive rate is bigger if the original training data set is small. In this study, the method is experimented using human activity data sets but it is not limited to this application area and can be used with any time series data.
I. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RELATED WORK
In eHealth it is often important to recognize what a person is doing or a condition of a person. However, people are different, and therefore, a user-independent recognition model that provides accurate recognition results for one person does not necessary provide as high results for other person. There are many possible reasons for this phenomena. For instance, person's can be different: physical characteristics, health state or gender can have an effect to the recognition results. On the other hand, external factor such as weather, terrain and location can cause problems to recognition models. In addition, in the real-life many other unseen contingencies can happen and the training data set used to train the recognition models cannot include all of these. This means that model that seem to work really well when tested with testing data do not work as well when it is used online, in real-time, real-life applications [1] .
In the case of human activity recognition, often the recognition is done using user-independent models and good recognition rates have been achieved (for instance [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] ). However, it has been shown that user-independent models do not work accurately for instance if trained with healthy study subjects and tested with subjects who have difficulties to move [6] . Personal models could solve this problem. In fact, it has been shown that user-dependent models are more accurate than user-independent ones [7] . However, in [8] it was shown that this is not always the case. In the study, it was shown that often user-dependent models fail. The reason for this was that models were not general enough. It would be possible to improve the generalization of the model by collecting more data, but this is especially burdensome when models are user-dependent. This because it would require an extensive, separate data collection session for each user. If the aim is to build a commercial application for the masses, this is far from ideal situation.
If the recognition model is not general enough, it cannot react to the changing conditions. This means that when conditions slightly change, a feature vector extracted from unseen data corresponds a point in the feature space that does not have any members from the pool of events defined by the training data set, and the accuracy of the model decreases. However, recognition models can be made more general using regularization methods [9] . In this study regularization is obtained using noise injection, which has been shown to improve recognition rates especially if the training data set is small [10] . Noise injection has been used in many different application areas, for instance in computer security to test the reliability of automatic worm signature generators [11] , to improve biometric models based on fingerprint, speech, and hand geometry data [12] , to model carbonate reservoirs [13] , in image recognition [14] , and to recognize cancer patients based on magnetic resonance spectra data from biofluits [15] . In most of these studies, the noise injection is based on the study by [16] where noise injection was used with K-nearest neighbors algorithm in multilayer perceptron training. However, what is noticeable is that noise injection has been used to with wearable sensor data only to balance data ( [17] ) but it has not been studied how it can be used to build more general models from a small original data set.
In our study, the aim is to build general personal recognition models for eHealth applications from a small training data set. Noise injection is used to expand the area covered by training data, and in this way, make the models trained using it more general and less vulnerable to changing conditions. This is shown to improve the recognition rates, especially if the amount of the training data is small. The proposed idea is tested using three data sets, two of these are open data sets. In addition, experiments are done using two classifiers but the method can be used with any classifiers.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the used data sets and the normal human activity recognition protocol. Section III introduces the proposed method to improve personal classification models using noise injection. The Section IV describes the experimental protocol and shows the results. Finally, the results are discussed in Section V and conclusions are in Section VI.
II. DATA SETS AND METHODS

A. Experimental data sets
In this study, the experiments are done using three human activity data sets. Common with these three data sets is that they are all collected from smartphone sensors.
Open data set presented in [18] contains data from 10 study subjects and from seven physical activities (walking, sitting, standing, jogging, biking, walking upstairs and walking downstairs). The data were collected from five body locations but in this study only the data collected trouser's pocket were used. The data was collected from an accelerometer, a gyroscope, and a magnetometer using sampling rate of 50Hz. From now on this data set is referred as SAD (Sensors Activity Data set).
Another open data set used in this study is presented in [19] . This data set contains data from 30 study subjects and from six activities (standing, sitting, lying, walking, walking downstairs and walking upstairs). The data were collected using a smartphone that was located at the study subjects waist. The data was collected from an accelerometer, and a gyroscope using sampling rate of 50Hz. From now on this data set is referred as SBHAR (Smartphone-Based Human Activity Recognition data set).
The third used data set is not open and it is originally used in [20] . It is collected from seven study subjects and from five activities (walking, running, cycling, driving a car and idling). The data were collected using a smartphone that was located at the study subjects trouser's pocket. The data was collected from an accelerometer using sampling rate of 40Hz. From now on this data set is referred as DHA (Daily Human Activity data set).
There are big differences in the sizes of these data sets. In SAD there is on average 20 minutes per test subject, in SBHAR 11 minutes, and in DHA 27 minutes.
B. Human activity recognition process
Activity recognition process is divided into three main phases (data collection, training and activity recognition), and Fig. 1 . Activity recognition process is divided into three main phases, and each of these can be divided into subphases [21] .
each of these can be divided into subphases, see Figure 1 . In this section, it is explained what methods this study uses in different stages.
Activity recognition was done using a sliding window technique. The signals from the sensors were divided into equal-sized smaller sequences, also called windows. Different window sizes were used with different data sets. Data sets that were found to be easy to classify were split to smaller windows that more challenging data sets as it has been shown that longer window size produces better results [22] . Window size of 1.0 seconds was used with SAD data set, 1.5 seconds with DHA, and 6.0 seconds with SBHAR. From these windows, features were extracted and finally the classification of the sequences was done using models trained based on these features. The features used in this study included for instance standard deviation, minimum, maximum, median, and different percentiles (10, 25, 75 , and 90). Moreover, the sum of values above or below percentile (10, 25, 75 , and 90), square sum of values above of below percentile (10, 25, 75 , and 90), and number of crossings above or below percentile (10, 25, 75 , and 90) were extracted and used as features. In addition, features from frequency domain, for instance sums of smaller sequences of Fourier-transformed signals, were extracted. Altogether 50 features were extracted from each available signal, which means 50 features were extracted from DHA (as it consists from accelerometer signal only), 100 features from SBHAR (accelerometer and gyroscope signals), and 150 features from SAD (accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer signals).
In order to achieve the highest possible recognition rates, the most descriptive features for each model were selected using a sequential forward selection (SFS) method [23] . Moreover, to reduce the number of misclassified windows, the final classification was done based on the majority voting of the classification results of three adjacent windows. Therefore, when an activity changes, a new activity can be detected when two adjacent windows are classified as a new activity.
It was decided to do the experiments using LDA (linear discriminant analysis) and QDA (quadratic discriminant analysis) as classifiers as in our previous studies (for instance [24] , [20] and [25] ) we have noticed they are not only accurate but also computationally light, and therefore, sufficient to be implemented to smartphones and used 24/7. In addition, they are fast to train. LDA is used to find a linear combination of features that separate the classes best. The resulting combination may be employed as a linear classifier. QDA is a similar method, but it uses quadratic surfaces to separate classes [26] .
In the last stage of activity recognition process, using the trained recognition model, an unknown streaming signal can be classified. Before its class label can be defined, new signal must be processed in the same way as training data was processed when recognition models were trained, see Figure  1 . Therefore, at first, streaming data is pre-processed and windowed. Then, selected features are extracted from the window and these are given as input to the trained recognition model to obtain the predicted activity class. Note that when new data is classified, in each stage, the same parameters must be used that were used to train the models [27] .
III. IMPROVING THE HUMAN ACTIVITY RECOGNITION PROCESS BY ADDING NOISE
As already told, training data can never contain information about all the things that can happen in real-life. Therefore, the recognition model can never be perfect. In our study, the idea is to expand the area covered by training data by noise injection, and in this way, make the models trained using it more general and, therefore, more accurate as they are less vulnerable to changing conditions.
In our approach, to expand the area covered by the training data, noise injection is applied to 5-fold cross-validation, see Figure 2 . To build user-dependent models, firstly features are extracted are from the collected personal data set. Secondly, five copies are made from this feature matrix, and each of these copies equals to one fold in cross-validation. To avoid over-fitting, data set in each copy needs to be different. In the approach presented in this paper, this differentiation is obtained by injecting noise to the data of each copy, and to ensure that each copy is different, different amount of noise is injected to the each copy. Recognition models are then trained based on these created data sets using cross-validation where each copy equals one fold in cross-validation.
It is explained in Algorithm 1 how noise is injected. As an input the noise injection algorithm gets the feature matrix extracted from data set A, labels related to it, and the amount of noise that will be injected. Noise injection is done classwise: the amount of noise injected to features is dependent of how much the values of certain feature vary within the class. If the amount of noise injected would not be done class-wise but by data set-wise, the impact of noise injection would be relatively much bigger for classes where values of features do not vary much compared to classes where values vary more. This would make the resulting data set imbalanced. In the noise injection algorithm, for each instance of the feature matrix a random value between 0 and 1 is generated, and this value is multiplied with maximum noise and the variance related to this feature with same class label. Variance of feature is calculated as a remainder of percentiles 95 and 5. Maximum and minimum are not used to avoid the effect of outliers. The value from this multiplication is added to the original value of matrix instance, and when this is done to each instance of the feature matrix, the result is a feature matrix with noise injected.
IV. EXPERIMENT PROTOCOL AND RESULTS
The proposed method was tested using the experiment protocol presented in Figure 3 . For this purpose, the data from each subject was divided into half so that both halves contained as many observations from each activity. These halves were used to train and test the recognition models: 50% of the data was used for training and testing (referred as data set A in Figure 3 ) and the other 50% for validation (referred as data set B in Figure 3 ). This means that same data was never used both training and validation. After the data were split, Algorithm 1 was applied to the data set A to obtain five copies of data with noise injected. Cross-validation was applied to these, as well as SFS to select the 20 best features. These were mostly features from accelerometer signal and only a couple features from other signals were selected. Using these features, the final recognition model was trained. This model was then validated using data set B.
To show the benefit of the proposed method, noise injection was tested with different noise levels (0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, and 0.30). For instance, noise level 0.20means that data set with noise injection includes 20% more variance than the original data set (Algorithm 1). As a reference, these results were compared to traditional method, where noise was not injected. Figure 4 shows how models without noise injection were trained. In this case, copies were not made from data set A as they would be identical. Instead, data was randomly divided into five parts, and then the recognition model was trained from these by training models using 5-fold crossvalidation. Then again SFS was used to select 20 features. These tests were made to all three data sets (SAD, SDHAR, DHA) presented in Section II-A and experiments were done using LDA and QDA classifiers. For each noise level and classifier combination the experiment was performed 10 times.
To make experiment section even more extensive, the proposed method was also tested using data set B as training and data set A for validation. Cases where the first 50% of the data is used for training are referred as SAD 1, SDHAR 1, and DHA 1 and cases where the second 50% is used for training are referred as SAD 2, SDHAR 2, and DHA 2.
The results for both cases are presented in Table I and they are shown using TPR (True Positive Rate), FPR (False Positive Rate) and PR (precision) metrics a proposed in [28] . The equations used were: Fig. 2 . In the proposed method, several copies are made from the personal data set, and noise is injected to these copies.
Algorithm 1: Noise injection algorithm.
input : Feature matrix , Class labels , Maximum noise level output: Feature matrix with noise injected 
V. DISCUSSION
It can be seen from the results shown in Table I that the proposed method does improve the true positive recognition rates. With SAD data set the improvement varies from 1.1 to 2.0 percentage units, with SBHAR from 1.4 to 4.5 percentage units, and with DHA the highest improvement is 2.5 percentage units and in one case (DHA 1 with LDA) there is no improvement. Moreover, in most cases noise injection reduces the variance between results. In addition, in each case the proposed improves precision. This improvement is especially notable with SBHAR data set because recognition rates with SBHAR are lower than with SAD and DHA. Therefore, these results are easier to improve. False positive rate is also lower with noise injection than without. When the results with and without noise injection from the tested 12 scenarios are compared in more detail, it can be noted that according to the paired -test the improvement is statistically significant in 9 cases out of 12. As a conclusion, the results of Table I show that the models trained using the presented method are more general than the ones trained without adding any noise, and therefore, more accurate.
The results presented in Table I show that the improvement using SBHAR is a lot bigger than with other two data sets. The reason for this is that SBHAR data set has a lot less data per test subject than DHA and SAD. In SAD there is on average 4844 instances per test subject, in SBHAR 441 instances, and in DHA 1064 instances. In fact, in the Figure 5 it is shown how the true positive recognition rates of DHA and SAD data set change when less data is used for training. In Table I 50% of the data was used for training and the experimental results shown in Figure 5 are obtained using 25%, 15% and 12% of data from DHA 1 and SAD 1 for training. The trained models were validated using DHA 2 and SAD 2 data sets. These experiments were performed using noise levels 0.05, 0.15 and 0.25 and compared to case where no noise was added. Fig. 4 . As a reference, experiments were using data set where noise was not injected as a training data.
It can be noted that in the most cases the improvement is the bigger the less we have data. For instance using DHA data set and LDA classifier, true positive rate improves almost 5%-units when noise injection is used (Figure 5(a) ). This means that the presented noise injection method enables training of accurate personal models using less data than we normally would need. Therefore, when the the presented method is used to train personal recognition models, the personal data gathering session does not need to be long. This is a huge improvement to the current situation as the problem with personal recognition models is that they require personal data for training which means that it is necessary to arrange a personal data gathering session, which can be frustrating and difficult to arrange. However, the results presented in Table I and Figure 5 show than when the presented noise injection method is used, the data gathering session can be shorter and less painful.
The noise injection algorithm was tested with six different parameters that defined how much noise was added to the training data. Using SAD data sets, the highest recognition rates were obtained when only small amount of noise was added while with DHA and SDHAR performed better when more noise was added. It should be further studied what is the reason for this, it can be related for instance to the types of the recognized activities, used sensors or the amount of data.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a noise injection method to improve the personal recognition models was presented. The idea of the method is to build more general recognition models by expanding the area covered by training data by using noise injection. This way, it is possible to train models that are and less vulnerable to changing conditions, and thus more accurate and more usable in eHealth applications. The method was tested using three human activity recognition data sets and two classifiers (LDA and QDA). The trained models were personal, half of the data of these data sets were used for training and the other half for validation.
The results shown in Table I show that personal models can be improved and made more general using the noise injection algorithm presented in this study. With SAD data set the improvement varies from 1.3 to 2.0 percentage units, with SBHAR from 1.4 to 4.5 percentage units, and with DHA the highest improvement was 2.5 percentage units. Moreover, the method improves precision and reduces false positive rates. In addition, the results of Figure 5 show that recognition rates of DHA and SAD data sets improve even more when less than half the data was used for training. It was noted that the improvement obtained using the presented noise injection method is in most cases the bigger the smaller the original training data set is. This means that it is possible to train accurate personal models with small training data set if noise injection is used. Therefore, when the noise injection is used the data gathering session for personal models can be very short, which means that it is less disruptive for the user.
It should also be noted that while in this study the presented method is used with human activity recognition data sets, it is not dependent on the application area and can be used with any time series data sets. In addition, although in this study LDA and QDA classifiers were used because they are accurate and fast to train. However, the presented method is model independent, and therefore, it can be used with any classification algorithm. . When the training data set is small, the improvement obtained using noise injection method is bigger.
